
Tomatoes



Why did I choose tomatoes?
    I chose a project on tomatoes because I never put the tomatoes that we get in our fridge, and I wanted to know why 

didn’t I put tomatoes in the fridge? I wondered is there an actual reason why you don’t keep tomatoes in the fridge? 

Then, when I had to do the Science Fair, my question would make the perfect project. During my research I found a 

dilemma. I found some that people say to keep your tomatoes in the fridge. Other people and brands say don’t put 

tomatoes in the fridge. This gave me another question; “Who is correct? Where do you keep your tomatoes?” That is 

what I am proving. Where to put your tomatoes?



Question and Hypothesis

                             Question

My question:  How many days does it take for a 

tomato to rot in the fridge? I would also like to know 

how long it takes for a tomato in a room temperature 

to rot? When I get my answer I will determine where to 

put my tomatoes, and where they last longer.

                               Hypothesis

I think the tomatoes in the fridge will last longer. I think 
this because other fruits last longer in the fridge. I predict the 
tomatoes out of the fridge will get mushier. I believe this 
because when we get bananas to make banana bread we need 
mushy bananas, and we keep our bananas at room 
temperature. So, if we keep our bananas out of the fridge to 
make them mushy, then I think the tomatoes will get mushier 
out of the fridge (like the bananas).



Information Collected
During my research I found that tomatoes have an “enzyme that disintegrates the cellular membrane in the cold”. 

It said that you will be left with a mushy tomato. I also got Nature Sweet Glory tomatoes, and on the labeling it said 

“Please don’t refrigerate it’s to cold in there!” All of this information makes me wonder, are tomatoes like other fruits, or 

are they different?  Do they last longer in the fridge like all the other fruit?



Proces
In the beginning I had to find out what I would do for my project. After I found out I was doing an experiment on 

tomatoes, I had to do research. I researched and made my hypothesis and main question. Then once it was time to start 

the experiment I first I put the tomatoes in two small dishes one in the fridge and one at room temperature. After that I 

put them in the fridge or in a room temperature environment. Then every week I collected the data on how they 

look, feel, and how smooth they are. I do that for 5 weeks, then I graphed the information. For more information 

on my graph, I measured the temperature of my house and my fridge.



Data
Tomato 1: Tomato 1 is one of the tomatoes  in the fridge.

Tomato 2: Tomato 2 is the other tomato in the fridge .

Fridge 1: The first tomato in the fridge.

Fridge 2: The other tomato in the fridge.

On a scale from 1-3 how 
mushy are the tomatoes? 



Weeks of the Expirement
December 11                                       December 15                                     January 4                              January 19

In the fridge                                                 In the  fridge                                         In the  fridge                                                In the fridge

Not in the fridge                              Not in the fridge                              Not in the fridge                           Not in the fridge



Results
After 5 weeks of the experiment all of the tomatoes were mushy. But the tomatoes out of the fridge 

where mushier.  Like I predicted the refrigerated tomatoes were in better condition. I predicted that because 

other fruits last longer in the fridge.

January 19                                                                                       January 19



Conclution
I didn't know where tomatoes would last longer. My curiosity led me to do a experiment on tomatoes. The 

experiment lasted 5 weeks, just enough time to collect my data. There were two tomatoes in the fridge, and two out of 

the fridge. In the end, the tomatoes out of the fridge were more mushy than the ones in the fridge. Like I predicted ,the 

tomatoes lasted longer in the fridge. My experiment contradicted  what the labeling said “Please don’t Refrigerate, it’s 

to cold in there!” If I were to continue my experiment, I would keep the tomatoes in the fridge for longer. If I were to 

keep them in the fridge for longer, it would give them(there are two in the fridge and two at room temperature) time to 

decompose. I would also use different tomatoes because there may be different results with different tomatoes.
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